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a b s t r a c t
The nanoscale structure of shock waves in high strength AlN ceramics is studied using
molecular-dynamics simulations. Impacts using four independent crystallographic directions, with particle velocities in the range 0.8–4.0 km/s, reveal the generation of a welldefined two-wave structure, consisting of an elastic precursor followed by a wurtzite-torocksalt structural transformation wave (STW). Impacts with particle velocities below
0.8 km/s or above 4.0 km/s generate single elastic or single overdriven shock waves,
respectively. The latter propagates faster than the longitudinal sound velocity along the
impact direction. The structure of the STW exhibits a strong anisotropy with respect to
the crystallographic directions. Results show distinct shock front features from a steady,
sharp and well defined STW front for impact at the basal plane to a rough STW front with
the formation of an intermediate metastable fivefold coordinated phase or the generation
and propagation of dislocations from the shock front for impact at other directions. These
results indicate that shock-induced damage in brittle materials can be highly intricate even
in defect-free systems. Simulations show no deformation twinning or other well defined
plastic wave as found in experiments on polycrystalline AlN suggesting that interfaces
and defects strongly affect the materials response to shock loading.
! 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations of shock waves have been performed for over three decades to test the validity of
shock wave theories and to provide microscopic details of shock propagation (Holian, 1988; Holian et al., 1980; Holian and
Straub, 1979). Early simulations were performed in simple solids and liquids to investigate the nature of shock waves such as
the shock evolution and shear stress relaxation mechanisms. Later, they were used to describe complex phenomena such as
multi-shock wave structures induced by polymorphic phase transitions (Robertson et al., 1991), and intricate energetic
materials supporting chemically sustained shock waves (Brenner et al., 1993).
Large scale MD simulations of shock wave present a new dimension for the description of shock phenomena, narrowing
the gap between experimental studies and microscopic models of shock phenomena. Using large scale simulations, plastic
deformations on the shock front in metallic systems can finally be described in fine details along with the rich dynamic nanostructures left behind the shock interface (Holian and Lomdahl, 1998). Details of the shock propagation in metals along multiple crystallographic directions (Bringa et al., 2004; Germann et al., 2000, 2004), as well as the shear stress released by
nucleation of complex dislocation structures (Tanguy et al., 2003), and induced structural phase transitions (Kadau et al.,
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2002) can be described accurately. Large scale MD simulations were also employed successfully to describe the strength of
nanocrystalline metals under shock (Bringa et al., 2005).
Recently, the interest in studying shock effects in high strength ceramics has increased because of potential application of
these materials as coatings for improved light weight armor designs. The literature of experimental studies of these ceramics
is extensive and includes shock experiments on a wide range of materials such as Al2O3, B4C, SiC, Si3N4, and AlN (Dandekar,
1994; Dandekar et al., 1994; Gorelskii et al., 2000; Grady, 1994, 1998; Kanel et al., 2009; Kipp and Grady, 1994; Mashimo
et al., 1999b; Rosenberg et al., 1991).
Due to intrinsic differences in physical and chemical properties there can be large differences between the shock behavior
among different classes of solid materials, e.g. metals and ceramics. While the previously cited MD simulations of shock in
metallic materials are instructive and provide a good framework to further investigations, MD simulations of shock in ceramics must be performed to describe the distinct features of shock loading in this class of materials. While MD simulations of
projectile impact were previously employed to investigate the generation of damage and fracture in AlN ceramics (Branicio
et al., 2006, 2008) there is still a lack in the understanding of the shock induced features in AlN and other ceramics. Shock
loading experiments in AlN have shown the generation of a complex set of multiple wave structures including a plastic and a
structural transformation wave (Mashimo et al., 1999b). However, it is not clear from a nanoscale and atomistic point of
view, how a shock pulse is absorbed in AlN, how it generates different types of wave structures and how does that depend
on the shock intensity. It is also not clear what are the effects of shock loading direction considering different crystallographic directions of a single AlN crystal and what are the effects of grain size and grain boundaries in the shock propagation
and generation of plastic deformation.
In this work we aim to address some of these questions performing large MD simulations in a well defined and controlled
shock loading environment using plane shocks in defect free single crystals of AlN. We employed a wide range of shock
intensity from very weak shocks generating particle velocities up ! 100 m/s, to very strong shocks with up ! 5 km/s. The
forces among atoms are calculated from a many-body interatomic potential validated by experimental results on lattice constants, elastic moduli, cohesive energy, and melting temperature (Vashishta et al., 2011). A more stringent validation of the
potential is provided by the wurtzite-to-rocksalt structural phase transition in AlN. High-pressure experiments reveal that
this transformation occurs at !20 GPa (Mashimo et al., 1999a) which is close to the calculated value of 25 GPa. This potential
has been used successfully to describe shock-induced damage and fracture in projectile impacts on AlN (Branicio et al., 2006,
2008). The same potential form has also been successfully applied to describe the mechanical behavior of similar ceramics
such as SiC (Branicio, 2012; Branicio et al., 2010; Kikuchi et al., 2005; Rino et al., 2004; Tsuzuki et al., 2011) and Al2O3 (Zhang
et al., 2007a,b, 2008).

2. Methods and simulation procedures
The simulated systems are AlN single crystal slabs of about 15 " 15 " 200 nm3 dimensions containing 4 million atoms.
The long system dimension, along the z direction, is aligned with the impact direction to allow the shock waves to develop
for at least 15 ps. Before impact, the crystalline structure of the target material is a defect-free wurtzite. In order to perform
impact on different crystallographic orientations of the wurtzite crystal, the slab is oriented in such a way that the z-axis,
! 0$,
chosen as the impact direction, is parallel to one of the low index orthogonal crystallographic directions: [0 0 0 1], ½1 1 2
!
and ½1 0 1 0$. An additional oblique direction, with an irrational Miller index, is prepared to access the shock response of
the system out of the low-index crystalline directions. It is prepared from a system initially with directions x, y, and z aligned
! 0$, ½1 1 2
! 0$, and [0 0 0 1], respectively, rotating the crystal clockwise by 62" on the z–x plane. Therefore, the oblique
with ½1 0 1
! 0$ direction and parallel to the [0 0 0 1]–½1 0 1
! 0$ plane, making an angle of 62"
impact direction is perpendicular to the ½1 1 2
with the [0 0 0 1] direction. To construct such an oblique system while keeping periodicity, and avoiding introducing new
surfaces, a large 472-atom super cell is defined from within the rotated crystal in order to generate negligible residual stress.
The calculated residual shear stress for the oblique supercell is less than 0.3 GPa and is orders of magnitude smaller than
those generated during the shock simulations. All simulations are performed with periodic boundary conditions in the x
and y directions and free surfaces along the z direction. The particle velocity, which here is the same as the impact velocity,
is in the range of 0.2–5 km/s, and it accesses all shock wave regimes and induced shock pressures up to 150 GPa. The equations of motion are numerically integrated using the velocity-Verlet algorithm with a time step of 1.5 fs. For the range of
impacts velocities investigated this time step is small enough to allow stable integration of the equations of motion for
all atoms and the conservation of the energy during all simulations to at least the third meaningful digit. Simulations are
performed with systems initially at T = 10 K and T = 300 K to evaluate the effect of temperature in the shock Hugoniot. After
the systems are initially equilibrated shock simulations are performed in the NVE ensemble. The planar impact simulations
are performed in the reversed geometry with the system target hitting the piston at a fixed position with a chosen impact
velocity. The piston is a hard wall, which instantly bounces any particle hitting its surface by inverting the component of the
momentum perpendicular to the hard wall. Shock profile of properties is calculated along the system in the impact z direction. Bins 5 Å wide are used to average local quantities and quantify the shock profile which here includes the particle velocity, stresses, internal energy, displacement in the xy plane, and density. Particular care is taken in the calculation of the latter.
The usual method of direct average of atoms on bins is replaced by the average of the inverse atomic Voronoi polyhedral
volumes. Such volumes calculated from the Voronoi tessellation (Brostow et al., 1978; Finney, 1979; Tanemura et al.,
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1983) defined by the local crystalline topology give the space occupied by the atoms in the crystal and its inverse, when averaged locally, gives an accurate measure of the local density (Branicio and Srolovitz, 2009). Since the shock induced densities
calculated are very accurate we use them in the Hugoniot equation, up/us = 1 % q0/q, to evaluate shock wave velocities,
avoiding the elusive task of defining the position and tracking the propagation of shock wave fronts directly.
3. Results and discussions
We have found three regimes for the shock response, which agree well with experiments. The shock Hugoniot curves
from our simulations at T = 10 K and T = 300 K are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). The calculated shock velocities as a function
of particle velocities are compared with the experimental result of Mashimo et al. (1999a). Experimental data is shown with
a linear fitted curve, following the original publication, while the data from this work have lines as a guide to the eye. For
particle velocities below up = 0.8 km/s the simulation shows the presence of a solitary elastic shock wave propagating with
constant velocity. Experimentally, at low particle velocities up to up = 0.6 km/s only an elastic wave is generated, which is in
excellent agreement with our simulation result. However, between up = 0.6 km/s and up = 1 km/s experiments show an intermediate shock wave arguably induced by plastic deformations in the sample (Mashimo et al., 1999a). In our simulations,
which assume defect free single crystals, the results show no well-defined plastic wave. As will be discussed later, results
indicate that the only sign of plasticity present in the simulations is in the form of generation and propagation of few partial
dislocations from the shock front for impact on the oblique direction, which however does not affect significantly the shock
profiles. The simulation results in Fig. 1 indicate that above up = 0.8 km/s a structural phase transition shock wave develops
inside the system and propagates at higher speeds for higher up. Experimentally, the transformation wave is observed for
particle velocities above up = 1 km/s and propagates with higher speeds for stronger shock loads. Despite the differences
in system geometry and crystal structures, the simulation results agree reasonably well with the experimental Hugoniot
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Fig. 1. AlN shock Hugoniot at T = 10 K and T = 300 K for several crystallographic directions. MD and experimental data are shown in filled symbols and open
! 0$; ½1 0 1
! 0$ and oblique (see text) directions aligned with the shock
circles, respectively. MD results are calculated for a single crystal with [0 0 0 1], ½1 1 2
direction while the experimental data is obtained using a polycrystalline sample.
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curves. For particle velocities above up = 4.0 km/s, the structural phase transition wave overlaps with the elastic wave, forming a single overdriven wave. As can be observed the results indicate that no plastic wave is induced by the uniaxial compression before the structural transformation takes place. As can be seen comparing the shock Hugoniot displayed in Fig. 1(a)
and (b) there are no significant effect of temperature. For all the following analysis we use the results of the simulations performed at T = 10 K in order to minimize the thermal effect over the structural analysis and he calculation of shock profiles.
One should note that we use a direct method to evaluate the shock Hugoniot, which is suitable to investigate induced
shock dynamics mechanisms such as structural phase transformation shock fronts and possible plastic waves. However,
other indirect methods such as that proposed by Erpenbeck (1992) and Rice et al. (1996), offer a convenient and computationally efficient procedure to evaluate the Shock Hugoniot states behind the shock fronts, which is particularly indicated if
one intend to use computationally intensive description of the interatomic forces such as within the Density Functional Theory (Chantawansri et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2012).
We have quantified the shock waves in different crystallographic directions by calculating the profiles of several physical
quantities in the system along the shock propagation, see Section 2 for details. Fig. 2(a)–(e) show shock profiles for the
[0 0 0 1] direction with up = 1 km/s calculated after 14.7 ps of the initial impact. Abrupt changes in particle velocity are a clear
signature of the presence of shock waves. Fig. 2(a) shows that the particle velocity’s suddenly change to !730 m/s at the
elastic wave front and maintains that value until the arrival of the transformation wave when it reaches quickly 1 km/s.
Other quantities, such as density, stress, energy and temperature also change abruptly in the shock wave front. Fig. 2(b)
shows the profile of local density and quantifies the compression of the system. At the elastic front, the density increases
mildly from 3.26 g/cm3 to 3.46 g/cm3. However, at the transformation front the density quickly reaches 4.1 g/cm3, which
is about 26% higher than the initial value in the relaxed structure. A useful quantity to distinguish elastic waves from

Fig. 2. Shock profiles for impact at T = 10 K, with up = 1 km/s, on AlN [0 0 0 1] at 14.7 ps after initial impact. (a) Particle velocities averaged locally along the
impact direction; (b) density profile; (c) average displacement of particles on the xy plane perpendicular to the shock direction; (d) stress profile showing
the longitudinal and shear components; (e) changes in the internal energy during the elastic and transformation wave propagation.
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transformation waves is the average displacement perpendicular to the impact. Fig. 2(c) shows the average displacement of
the particles in the xy plane, transverse to the shock direction, indicating accurately the threshold for the transformation. At
the transformation front, the average atomic displacement is !1.5 Å. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the xy displacement occurs very
quickly in the shock front and is stable in the transformed region. Stress and energy profiles in Fig. 2(d) and (e) show the
release of the large shear stress created by the elastic wave at the transformation front and the internal energy changes during the elastic and transformation waves.
For the [0 0 0 1] direction the transformation front is sharp and stable and no intermediate region exists. Fig. 3(a)–(f) show
the structure of the transformation wave for the [0 0 0 1] direction. Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the shock profiles at particle velocity up = 1 km/s. In Fig. 3(a) the density profile shows an elastic wave (yellow with !3.46 g/cm3) with a sharp front propagating to the right into the uncompressed material (grey with 3.26 g/cm3). A slower transformation wave (red with 4.1 g/cm3)
runs behind the elastic wave and drives the system to the rocksalt phase which has a density 26% higher than that of the
original wurtzite as discussed. Atoms are color coded by their coordination number in Fig. 3(b)–(f), which here are defined
as the number of neighbors up to 2.5 Å. Grey, red and yellow indicate atoms in the wurtzite phase (coordination 4), rocksalt
phase (coordination 6) or compressed wurtzite phase and grain boundaries (coordination 5), respectively. Fig. 3(b) highlight
the atomic structure of the transformation wave, indicating that for up = 1 km/s the transformation takes place by a graingrowth mechanism, i.e. the transformation wave propagates along the impact direction by growing the original grains nucleated at the impact surface. That is a clear indication of heterogeneous nucleation of the rock salt phase.
Fig. 3(c) shows details of the rocksalt grain structure on a plane at 5 Å from the impact surface. Each grain corresponds to
a rocksalt nucleation point. It can be seen that grains have different sizes and, besides fluctuations, they are aligned in three
main directions. These directions are crystallographically equivalent and originate from the hexagonal symmetry of the
wurtzite crystal. That suggests a well-defined path for the transformation to the rocksalt phase. The different paths defined
by the atomic transformation mechanisms to the rocksalt phase were described by Shimojo et al. (2004). For impacts along
the [0 0 0 1] direction they describe accurately the transformation observed in the simulations, even though no intermediate
stable phase is observed. For up up to 2 km/s, the final temperature is below 1,000 K and the healing of the grains is limited.
Grain healing in ceramics, in contrast with metals, is limited until the system is close to the high particle velocity and high
temperature melting limit; see Fig. 3(f). Increasing the impact velocity and particle velocity changes the propagation and
structure of the transformation wave. For up = 1 km/s the transformation front is sharp and stable and the mechanism of
propagation is based on grain growth of the grains nucleated at the face; see Fig 3(b).
For up = 2 km/s, the propagation front is rough and several grains are nucleated as the transformation front propagates;
see Fig. 3(d). At up = 5 km/s the transformation front becomes sharp again and the grain growth cannot follow the fast propagation of the transformation front. At that point a high density of new rocksalt grains is nucleated in the front region. These
grains heal behind the front into larger energetically favored grains; see Fig 3(f). As can be noted the grain boundaries shown
in Fig. 3(f) are not well defined, as those shown in Fig. 3(c), because temperature fluctuations induce fluctuations in the

Fig. 3. Shock structures due to impact at T = 10 K, in [0 0 0 1] direction. (a), (b), (d) and (e) show waves propagating to the right direction. (a) and (b) Shock
wave profiles at up = 1 km/s. (a) Density profile showing uncompressed material (3.26 g/cm3) in grey, elastically compressed region in yellow (3.46 g/cm3)
and transformed region in red (4.1 g/cm3). (b) Structure of transformed atoms illustrating grain growth during transformation propagation. Atoms in (b)–(f)
are color coded by their coordination number, defined here as the number of neighbors up to 2.5 Å. Grey indicates atoms with 4 neighbors in the original
wurtzite (WZ) crystal. Red indicates atoms with 6 neighbors in the rocksalt (RS) transformed crystal. Yellow indicates atoms with 5 neighbors in the
compressed region of the shock front or in RS grain boundaries. (c) Illustration of front face of system impacted at up = 1 km/s. (d) Transformation at
up = 2 km/s; (e) transformation at up = 5 km/s; (f) Illustration of front face of system impacted at up = 5 km/s. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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calculated coordination number. Therefore from up = 1 km/s to up = 5 km/s we can see a gradual change in the transformation dynamics from heterogeneous nucleation of grains, at the impact surface and propagation by grain growth to heterogeneous nucleation of grains at the propagating shock front. One should note that the systems cross sections used in the
simulations can accommodate several grains across and therefore do not constrain or affect the nucleation of the rocksalt
phase. To confirm this we simulate a system with a cross section twice as long in each direction, i.e., with a cross section
area four times larger. The results indicated a similar grain size distribution and density of grains per area.
Shocks in AlN ceramics present a strong anisotropy of the transformation wave for different crystallographic directions.
For all directions investigated the calculated Hugoniot curves indicates the presence of similar elastic and transformation
waves for values of up in the range from 0.8 km/s to 5 km/s. However, the transformation wave is sharp only for impacts
! 0$ direction, the propagation of the transformation wave starts with
on the basal [0 0 0 1] direction. For shocks in the ½1 1 2
a sharp front similar to that for the [0 0 0 1] direction. After propagating for a few ps the front becomes rough and an
intermediate phase with 5-fold coordination grows from the transformation front into the compressed region ahead of

! 0$ direction at up = 2 km/s and T = 10 K. (a) Shock atomic structure with atoms colored by their
Fig. 4. Shock structure and profile due to impact in ½1 1 2
coordination number as in Fig. 3(b)–(f); (b) corresponding density profile.

! 0$ direction. The magenta and blue spheres show the atomic
Fig. 5. Mechanism of the WZ-to-RS structural phase transformation for impact in ½1 1 2
positions of the Al and N atoms, respectively. The small arrows displayed in (a) and (d) indicate the directions to which internal coordinates are shifted. (a)
! 0$ directions. (c) and (d) shows the intermediate 5-coordinated
and (b) show AlN in the initial WZ (P63mc) structure with views from the [0 0 0 1] and ½1 1 2
structure which was highlighted in Fig. 4(a). In the simulations the symmetry of the structure found is Imm2, while ideally, it should be I4 mm, if all bonds
!
lengths were identical. (e) and (f) shows the final RS (Fm3m)
structure. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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the transformation wave. Fig. 4(a) shows the intermediate 5 coordinated region growing ahead of the transformation developing arrow like shapes for up = 2 km/s. Because of the shape of the intermediate region it makes the roughness of the transformation front reach hundreds of nanometers, during the simulation time. However, much longer simulations, with
correspondingly much larger systems, would be required to investigate the equilibrium roughness of the transformation
wave. Since the roughness introduced in the transformation shock front implies changes in the particle velocity and density,
the shock profile along the shock direction becomes a ramp; see Fig. 4(b).
It is worth noting that this intermediate phase is of different character than the HS phase described by Shimojo et al.
(2004) which is generated when the basal (0 0 0 1) plane of the wurtzite becomes flat. In the simulations instead, the intermediate phase is generated by shifts in (0 0 0 1) basal planes, preceding the transformation to the rocksalt and is independent
from all transformation paths described previously. The complete transformation path including this intermediate phase is
! 0$ direction is found to be an orthorhombic
illustrated in Fig. 5. The intermediate (metastable) phase for impact on the ½1 1 2
pyramidal structure (space group Imm2). The phase found is however strained and it would transform into a ditetragonal
pyramidal (space group I4 mm) in a hydrostatic state, generating a single bond length for all 5 bonds of Al and N atoms. This
transformation path, although similar to the ones described by Shimojo et al. (2004), is novel and was not found in the
wurtzite-to-rocksalt pressure induced transformation investigated for cadmium selenide. The transformation path found
for AlN is also independent from those found by Sharma and Gupta (1998) and Knudson et al. (1999) for shocked wurtzite
crystals (CdS), suggesting the presence of a face centered orthorhombic and face centered tetragonal phases, respectively. An
independent transformation path for the WZ to RS transformation under pressure involving homogenous orthorhombic
shear-strain deformation was also proposed by Limpijumnong and Lambrecht (2001a,b) for GaN and MgO. This mechanism
is also different than the one observed here for AlN. Theses previous investigations demonstrated that the actual path for the
pressure or shock induced WZ-to-RS transformation may be different for different materials and shock loading directions. It
! 0$ direction points to disshould be noted that the prediction of this intermediate metastable phase for impacts in the ½1 1 2
tinct transformation paths to the rocksalt phase as a function of impact direction.
! 0$ direction indicate that a similar intermediate region runs ahead of the transformation
Results from shock in the ½1 0 1
front. However, because of the crystallographic direction alignment, instead of propagating directly into the impact direction
! 0$ direction – see Fig. 6(a) – following the same transformation path illustrated in Fig. 5.
it propagates diagonally, in the ½1 1 2

! 0$ and oblique directions at up = 2 km/s. (a) and (c) Shock atomic structure for
Fig. 6. Shock structure and profile at T = 10 K, due to impact in the ½1 0 1
! 0$ and oblique directions with atoms colored by coordination number as in Fig. 3(b)–(f); (b) and (d) corresponding density profiles.
impact in ½1 0 1
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! 0$ direction, the shock profile shows that the shock front loses the sharpness and becomes
Similar to the impact in the ½1 1 2
rough, see Fig. 6(b). In the oblique direction, results show a sharp transformation front. However, microscopic analysis indicates that ahead of the transformation front a few partial dislocations are nucleated and glide in the compressed region on
the (0 0 0 1) plane; see Fig. 6(c). While the effect of the dislocation motion can be observed in the xy displacement profile,
because of the relative plane sliding, and also mildly in the density profile, see small bump at !1655 Å in Fig. 6(d), these
dislocations have no noticeable effect on the particle velocity, stress, or internal energy profiles. Therefore, the transformation wave front remains sharp and we do not consider that the propagation of the dislocations constitute a typical plastic
wave as that observed experimentally (Mashimo et al., 1999b).
It is worthwhile to note that the simulations do not show the presence of any plastic wave and no signs of deformation twinning (DT). In hexagonal crystals, such as the wurtzite structure of the AlN, glide planes are limited and plastic
deformation usually occurs by twinning, making it a major source of induced plasticity in materials such as Mg, ZnO, and
Al3O4 (Barrett et al., 2012a,b; Kuksin and Yanilkin, 2012; Mashimo et al., 2011; Yan et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2007a,b,
2008). Grain boundaries and defects were shown to play a major role in initiating deformation twinning (Barrett et al.,
2012a,b; Kuksin and Yanilkin, 2012). However, under intense shock conditions twins were shown to be generated and
propagate in multiple modes in simulations of defect free single crystal Al3O4 (Zhang et al., 2007a,b, 2008). The simulations results for AlN point out for a rather unusual behavior of AlN among hexagonal crystal materials indicating that its
twinning energy barrier is very high and favors the release of shock shear stress by structural transformation rather than
by twinning. As reported previously (Bernstein and Tadmor, 2004; Van Swygenhoven et al., 2004; Weinberger and Cai,
2012) the generalized stacking fault energy, and in particular the ratio of the unstable to stable stacking fault energy, provide key ingredients to understand and describe the onset and development of plastic deformation in materials, e.g. dislocation nucleation and motion and activation of twinning. The predicted energy barriers for plastic deformations
predicted by the current interatomic potential were reported previously (Branicio et al., 2008). The calculated generalized
stacking fault curve reasonably agreed with DFT predictions. The value of the unstable stacking fault energy was predicted to be 133 meV/Å2 compared to 147 meV/Å2 from DFT while the unstable twinning energy was predicted to be
130 meV/Å2 compared to 152 meV/Å2 from DFT. The results are also corroborated by a study of Yan et al. (2005) which
! 0 0$=ð1 1 0 2Þ twin boundary energy in AlN is 0.109 J/m2, which is higher than that in GaN and
demonstrated that the ½1 1
InN, and more than double the one in ZnO, where twinning is often observed. Therefore the absence of DT in the simulations of AlN in face of the experimental evidence of it and the reasonably accurate description of the energy barriers
by the potential suggest that in fact grain boundaries and defects play a key role in the shock response of AlN. One should
also note that while plausible the absence of DT in the simulations may also be an effect of the relatively short simulation
times involved.
4. Conclusions
In summary, we have performed large scale planar shock-wave simulations on AlN ceramics. We have found and described three shock response regimes. Depending on the particle velocity, the shock wave structure is composed of a single
elastic wave, a transformation wave preceded by a faster elastic component, or a single overdriven wave faster than the longitudinal sound velocity along the impact direction. The crossover between regimes are calculated to be at up = 0.8 km/s and
up = 4.0 km/s, in good agreement with experiments. We have found a strong anisotropy for the transformation structure with
crystallographic direction. For impact in the basal [0 0 0 1] direction, the transformation front is sharp and the shock profile is
! 0$ and ½1 0 1
! 0$ directions, an intermediate metastable region with 5-fold coordinated
well defined. For shocks in the ½1 1 2
atoms grows ahead of the transformation front making the transformation front roughness increase significantly to hundred
nanometers. For shocks in the oblique direction, dislocations are nucleated and propagate in the compressed region ahead of
the transformation. The results show that the shock response of high strength ceramics can be very complex even in single
crystalline defect-free systems. It would be interesting to check these simulation predictions with shock experiments on single crystalline AlN ceramics. With the shock response of defect free single crystalline samples of different crystallographic
directions established the natural follow up is to perform simulations on polycrystalline systems to clarify the effects of
interfaces and defects on the induced shock damage.
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